RŽsumŽ Ñ ƒtat de lÕart de la modŽlisation multidimensionnelle pour les Žcoulements rŽactifs dans les moteurs Ñ Cet article dresse un aper•u de lÕŽtat de lÕart et des perspectives de lÕutilisation de la modŽlisation 3D pour lÕanalyse et le dŽveloppement des moteurs. Les aspects abordŽs comprennent lÕacquisition des gŽomŽtries, la gŽnŽration des maillages, les mŽthodologies numŽriques, la modŽlisation mathŽmatique des phŽnom•nes physiques importants, lÕexploitation des calculateurs parall•les et lÕapplication industrielle. Les conclusions principales de cette analyse font appara"tre les points suivants : Ð les mŽthodologies numŽriques et la gŽnŽration des maillages, associŽes au calcul parall•le, permettent maintenant de raccourcir notablement le cycle total de simulation ; Ð la modŽlisation physique a atteint sa maturitŽ dans la plupart des aspects relatifs ˆ la simulation de la combustion en allumage commandŽ ; en revanche, elle reste encore ˆ acquŽrir en ce qui concerne la combustion Diesel et certains aspects des processus reliŽs aux sprays ; Ð globalement, lÕutilisation de la simulation 3D pour la conception des moteurs est en forte augmentation ; Ð les dŽveloppements futurs, dont lÕutilisation de la LES, promettent une amŽlioration croissante des rŽsultats.
INTRODUCTION

The Challenges
The development of CFD methodology and computer codes for engine simulation is a challenging task, for a number of reasons. First and foremost, the reciprocating engine exhibits many complex features and phenomena, perhaps more than any other widely-used mechanical device. As a starting point, there is geometrical complexity, because the shapes of the combustion chamber, piston crown and inlet and exhaust ports are key features in the design, along with the valve motion. Then there are the many simultaneous interacting thermofluids processes, including: Ð non-stationary turbulent flow, heat and mass transfer; Ð injection, atomisation, disperson and evaporation of liquid fuel; Ð ignition and combustion of the gaseous fuel; Ð the consequent formation of harmful pollutants, including oxides of nitrogen, unburnt hydrocarbons and particulates.
These features place stringent demands on the two core areas of CFD, namely mathematical modeling and numerical solution methodology.
On the modeling front, the task is to assemble a sufficiently complete, accurate and economical mathematical description of the aforementioned physical process. ÒSufficiencyÓ in this context means that all the essential features are represented in the model equations, to an accuracy which is adequate for the designerÕs purposes and at an acceptable cost of solution. As is well known, to meet these requirements it is necessary to introduce approximations, such as the Reynolds Averaging (RA) approach to turbulence and reduction of complex chemical kinetics mechanisms to simpler forms.
The task for the numerical analyst is to assemble an algorithm for solving the model equations in a flexible, accurate, economical and speedy fashion. The flexibility requirement refers both to the range and form of model equations and to the engine geometry, whose complexities were mentioned earlier. Since most numerical algorithms employ some form of computing mesh, it is primarily this which determines the geometry-handling capabilities. The remaining numerical requirements are collectively determined by the discretisation accuracy, solver efficiency and computer implementation. The last-named has become particularly important in recent years due to the improved availability and usability of parallel computers.
Substantial advances have been made in all the aforementioned areas, particularly during the past decade, such that CFD simulation now has reasonable credibility within the engine community. However there are additional requirements to be met for it to become a design tool: they are adequate ease of use and rapid overall turnaround, starting from a CAD description of the geometry and other input data and ending with the simulation results, in a digestible form. The necessary elements to achieve this comprise rapid mesh generation (and control during the analysis to accommodate the piston and valve motions), sufficiently small CFD simulation time and appropriate data visualisation/analysis tools.
Finally, a perhaps less obvious challenge to CFD simulation is the limited availability of suitable experimental data to guide the development and assess the accuracy of the methodology. Benchmark engine experiments are notoriously difficult to perform: many different quantities need to be measured to properly characterise the operating conditions (e.g. time-varying fuel and air flow rates, pressures and temperatures; wall temperatures). Furthermore assessment data other than the usual cylinder pressure and exhaust composition measurements require access, optical or otherwise to the combustion chamber which is difficult in itself and can introduce further complications, such as flow disturbance and unquantified additional leakage.
Purpose and Contents
This paper provides an overview of the state of art in the numerics and modeling areas mentioned in the previous section and thus of the overall status of CFD engine simulation as a research and design tool. Because the scope is wide, the depth is necessarily limited, but many of the topics are more extensively covered in other papers in this conference, which will be referred to along with other supporting references.
The review commences in the next section with the solution methodology, encompassing numerical algorithms, mesh structure and generation, postprocessing and implementation on parallel computers. Following this in Section 2 the physics modeling is surveyed, including turbulence, sprays, combustion and emissions. A few example applications are included in this part, indicating the overall accuracy achievable.
SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
All of the widely-used codes for engine simulation employ finite-volume methodology (FVM), so this review will focus on this approach. However alternative types of method are being used or developed, two of which are described in other papers in this conference [1, 2] .
Flexible Meshes
One of the key developments of FVM in recent times has been recognition that it can be made far more flexible in respect of mesh structure, and hence of geometry-handling capability, than was originally supposed. A step in this direction was to introduce multi-block hexahedral structures, as employed in the IFP KIVA-MB [3] , KIVA-III and [4] FIRE 1 codes, which facilitate fitting of ports and cylinder head and piston recesses, along with other benefits. The Speed [5] code carries this a stage further by allowing general unstructured hexahedral meshes. Even greater flexibility is available in the STAR-CD 2 and SPEED-STAR codes, including the options to: Ð work with non-hexahedral meshes, comprised of tetrahedra, triangular prisms or even arbitrary polyhedra and also mixtures thereof (Òhybrid meshesÓ); Ð locally subdivide existing cells to form regions of embedded refinement; Ð introduce internal sliding interfaces, allowing relative motion of adjacent mesh zones along them; Ð attach zones of dissimilar mesh structure without requiring continuity between them Òarbitrary interfacingÓ.
Further information about the above capabilities, which enable virtually any engine configuration to be meshed and also open the door to the use of a range of automatic mesh generation techniques, can be found in [7] . Many of them have been used in the engine example of Figure 1 , showing a Star-CD mesh for a DI-SI engine chamber. It consists of a hybrid assembly of tetrahedra and triangular prisms to facilitate geometry-fitting, mesh motion and layer addition and removal. Sliding interfaces are used to accommodate the valve movements and arbitrary interfacing is employed to attach the piston bowl mesh to that for the swept volume, so that alternative piston designs can easily be introduced.
Hybrid meshing is also allowed in the recently-developed CHAD code [6] . Unstructured hybrid computing mesh for DI-SI engine simulation, produced using rapid meshing techniques.
Accurate Discretisation
Improvements in accuracy have been achieved by the introduction of ÒsmartÓ higher-order (usually second-order) spatial discretisation schemes (e.g. [6, 8] ) which combine better resolution with the ability to avoid the numerical wiggles of traditional higher-order discretisation. Similar developments are now being made to temporal discretisation. Despite these advances, adequate resolution of the complexities of engine flow and combustion still requires relatively large meshesÑof around 500 000 cellsÑwith associated big computing overheads. In practice however to reduce the latter coarser meshes have normally been used, resulting in numerical discretisation errors, usually unquantified and therefore indistinguishable from those from other sources. Fortunately, thanks to computer-related developments described below, this situation is now changing.
Implicit Solution Algorithms
Another important trend in engine CFD has been the move towards fully-implicit solution algorithms (e.g. [5, 6, 9, 10] ), because of the freedom they offer from mesh-related stability restrictions on time step size. This, along with the availability of efficient linear equation solvers, has produced substantial computing time (and hence cost) savings.
Parallel Computing
The past five years has seen a sea change in the availability of high-capacity computing hardware at relatively low cost (compared with traditional vector supercomputers), thanks to the development of the new generation of parallel machines. These rely on ÒcommodityÓ workstation RISC processors, linked by high-speed networks, controlled by Unix operating systems and programmed with standard languages. This combination enables reductions in computing time which, with suitable codes, can be proportional to the number of processors. The latter can be in the tens, hundreds or even thousands, according to the type of machine. Such speedups are made possible by the use of a combination of Òdomain decompositionÓ whereby the mesh is partitioned across the available processors in blocks of equal numbers of cells and Òmessage passingÓ, in which the necessary data transfers are made between the processors to keep them working in synchronisation.
In order to exploit these machines it is necessary to appropriately structure the numerical algorithms and computer codes. That this is possible with current FVMbased engine codes is demonstrated in Figures 2-5 , taken from a recent study partially reported in [11] . Figure 2 shows the Mercedes-Benz M111 four-valve pent-roof SI engine and Figure 3 displays a mesh of some 300 000 cells fitted to this (the symmetry of the engine is exploited, so the effective fullengine mesh actually has 600 000 cells) for the purposes of simulation. The nature of the partitioning used for parallel calculations is indicated by the different colours: in this example it is for 8 processors. Figure 4 shows how the total computing time for a fixed simulation period varies with the number of processors and illustrates quite clearly the substantial reductions which can be achieved. In practice, this means that by using sufficient processors a case of this size can be completed in one or two days. This, along with other developments mentioned below, enables for the first time engine simulations to fit within the design cycle. Computing mesh for M111 engine, comprising 300 000 cells in half-section. Colouring indicates mesh decomposition for parallel calculation on eight processors.
Automated Mesh Generation
Another obstacle to the use of CFD in engine design has been the mesh generation process. In the past this has been difficult and time consuming, because the available manual mesh generation techniques required considerable expertise and effort to address the complex shapes and moving parts of the combustion chamber and intake and exhaust systems. This is because the geometries have had to be hand-fitted, while working within fairly severe constraints on mesh structure; and then the mesh has had to be adjusted, again manually, to accommodate the moving parts, while ensuring that it does not become excessively distorted. The latter requirement usually entails local alterations to mesh topology, such as addition or removal of portions in the valve gaps, during the engine cycle.
Recently automated techniques have been developed, thanks in part to the greater mesh flexibility described earlier, which have dramatically reduced the meshing times. One such approach [12] was used to generate the mesh shown in Figure 1 . It operates in two stages: firstly the ports and cylinder head and piston surfaces are meshed (in this example by an automatic tetrahedral generator); and then the in-cylinder volume mesh is automatically produced, including the dynamic changes required for the piston and valve movements.
Another method, described in [11] and illustrated in Figure 5 , uses the notion of generic templates, whose overall topology and built-in dynamic changes instructions are designed once for all for particular families of engines. Facilities are then provided to allow the template mesh to be ÒmouldedÓ to fit specific engines within the family. Figure 5 shows the template used to produce the mesh for the Mercedes-Benz M111 engine: it has a multi-block hexahedral structure, although there are isolated departures from this, not very visible, to cater for particular geometrical details. Also displayed is the CAD surface presciption for engine and the final working mesh fitted to the CAD geometry by projecting the template mesh surfaces onto it and then adjusting the interior vertices.
Yet another automated meshing approach is described elsewhere in these proceedings [13] . Illustration of template-based mesh generation for M111 engine:
a CAD model of engine; b template mesh; c final mesh after projection onto CAD surfaces.
Improved Post Processing
The huge volume of data produced by a 3D engine simulation has posed problems of storage and interpretation from the early days of engine CFD. Data storage devices have become larger and cheaper, although this has been offset to some extent by the use of larger meshes. It seems however that the development of rapid visualisation software tools [14] , some of which are able to run on parallel machines, will increasingly enable results to be visualised as they are being generated, which offers a number of advantages. Figure 2 shows one form of visualisation generated by such a tool [11] . Advances are also being made in the modes of visualisation available to the design engineer: animation of results is becoming relatively straightforward and visualisation using virtual reality techniques and equipment is now possible.
PHYSICS MODELING
The modeling of the physical processes in engines, of which turbulence and its effects on heat and mass transfer and chemical reaction are the most paramount, continues to be done primarily within the Reynolds Averaging (RA) framework: indeed this is exclusively the case in industrial use. As will be discussed later, the alternative Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach is likely to be an attractive alternative to RA in the not too distant future. Whatever approach is used, the accuracy of a CFD simulation will be determined by the adequacy of physics models if and only if the mesh and time intervals are small enough to reduce discretisation errors to acceptable levels. This fact merits emphasis because for reasons explained earlier in many instances judgements about adequacy of models have been made on the basis of results corrupted to some extent by resolution errors. Similar comments apply to coupled physical phenomena: for example, the accuracy of a spray calculation will clearly be compromised by errors in the turbulence modeling; and a combustion calculation will feel the cumulative effects of both the turbulence and spray modeling errors.
Turbulence Modeling
Most engine codes employ some version of the well-known k-e model and associated wall functions for the calculation of the RA turbulent Reynolds stresses, scalar fluxes and characteristic turbulence time and length scales required for engine simulations. The default choice tends to be the original Launder-Spalding version [15] , with some modifications for compressibility effects [16, 17] . Some more recent variants (e.g. [18, 19] ) are claimed to better represent effects such as turbulence anisotropy, but they have not yet been properly assessed in the engine context.
Other turbulence representations have been explored, including complex Reynolds stress transport models [20, 21] , but lack of widespread use suggests that the benefits, if any, are marginal. Given that a similar picture exists in other areas of CFD application, this is scarcely surprising.
The accuracy of flow prediction using the standard k-e model is variable. Generally speaking it is poorest during the induction stroke, especially with regard to the turbulence intensity, which is usually substantially underpredicted [21, 22] . Better and often satisfactory agreement is however obtained later in the engine cycle (e.g. [23] ), due probably to the facts that the induction-generated turbulence rapidly decays and is replaced by that produced by the prevailing mean velocity gradients; and the large-scale flow structure becomes simpler. It should be noted that the turbulence parameters k and e are particularly sensitive to mesh resolution, tending to be underestimated if the mesh is too coarse. Fortunately the turbulence intensity uÕ (µ ) and integral length scale (µ k 3/2 /e), which determine important quantities like turbulent diffusion coefficients (µ uÕ ) and turbulent flame speeds (~ µ uÕ), are less mesh-sensitive.
Heat Transfer and Mixing
Heat transfer predictions obtained with the standard k-e model and wall functions are commonly believed to be underestimates. This has been attributed to weaknesses in the wall functions and several attempts have been made to address these (e.g. [24] ). However work in this area has been hampered by the fact that there are apparently remarkably few published well-characterised and detailed engine heat transfer experiments on which to base judgements and developments.
Useful predictions of gaseous fuel-air mixing (mixture preparation) can be obtained with the standard model. This has demonstrated for example in [25] , where it has been possible to characterise and rank different MPI SI engine intake arrangements in terms of the mixture stratification pattern they produce around the time of ignition. Similar studies are reported in [26, 27] for DI-SI engines.
Fuel Injection and Sprays
The modeling of fuel injection processes is an essential part of engine simulation. This has always been the case for Diesels and has come to be increasingly so for SI engines as manufacturers haved moved to port-injection and now directinjection operation.
As reviewed elsewhere in these proceedings [28] and in [29] , models of different levels of capability are now available for nearly all fuel injection processes (at least for Diesel engines), including: Ð pump/line simulation; Ð flow in the nozzle including cavitation [28, 30, 31] ; atomisation [28, [32] [33] [34] ; Ð spray motion and evaporation [29, 35] ; Ð wall impingement [36, 37] and film formation and evaporation [38] [39] [40] .
In general however it has proven to be necessary to empirically ÒtuneÓ coefficients or other inputs to the models by reference to experimental data to obtain satisfactory quantitative predictions, particularly when dealing with new designs or substantially different operating conditions. This is undoubtedly due in part to weaknesses in some of the simulation components, with cavitation and atomisation modeling being the prime suspects. This applies to all injector types, but particularly to those for SI engines (both port and direct injection), for which the modeling is less advanced. It is also becoming widely recognised that the (nearly) universal practice of calculating the droplet motion by the stochastic Lagrangian method may result in irreducible discretisation errors, at least for narrow-angle sprays, for which this approach is not really suitable.
It should also be noted that although judgements of spray modeling accuracy are usually made by reference to quantities such as penetration and (less frequently) droplet sizes and velocities, the real quantities of interest are the distributions of mixture concentration and temperature, because these are the main determining factors on ignition and combustion: however they are difficult to measure, especially within the spray. Notwithstanding all these caveats, it should be stressed that there is ample evidence that the present spray modeling framework is already capable of producing useful results, when used with due care.
SI Combustion and Emissions
Over the past decade substantial advances have been made in the modeling of combustion in SI engines. Initially the emphasis was on homogeneous-charge operation, but latterly attention has moved to stratified-charge combustion, motivated particularly by the strong interest in DI-SI engines.
The progress can be attributed to the development of a new generation of models which explicitly take into account the fact that SI engine combustion largely occurs in the wrinkled flame regime [41] . Examples are the ÒCFM-ITNFSÓ development of the Coherent Flame Model by Poinsot, Boudier, Baritaud and coworkers [42] , the Weller ÒWrinkled Flame ModelÓ [43, 44] and the ÒG-Equation ModelÓ proposed by Peters [45] and others. While these differ in important respects, the common characteristics are that the instantaneous flame is regarded as a thin surface which propogates normal to itself at the local laminar flame speed and is wrinkled and strained by the turbulent flow field. Separate submodels are developed for the ensembleaverage flame wrinkling (leading to the local flame area); and the flame propagation speed. The local turbulent burning rate is proportional to the product of these quantities. One of the advantages of this approach is that the underlying assumptions are directly verifiable, either by experiment or DNS (e.g. [46] ), in contrast to the Òfuzzy physicsÓ of the earlier and more empirical eddy break-up models. Comparison between measured and predicted cylinder pressures for M111 engine.
There is ample evidence that these new models can produce useful predictions of engine combustion in the homogeneous mode (e.g. [43, 44, 47] ). By way of example, Figures 6 and 7 show comparisons between measured and predicted flame progress and cylinder pressure respectively, taken from [11] and pertaining to the Mercedes-Benz M111 four-valve engine illustrated earlier in Figure 2 . The calculations were performed on a parallel machine using a range of different computing mesh densities, the finest of which is illustrated in Figure 3 . The agreement between the measured and predicted flame propagation for the finest mesh is within experimental uncertainty; and the accuracy of pressure prediction is also satisfactory.
In recent times all of the wrinkled flame models mentioned above have been extended to the partiallypremixed regime [48] [49] [50] , to make them applicable to stratified-charge engines, including the DI-SI type. This has been done by determining the local stoichiometry from the mixture fraction field, on the assumption that it is effectively homogeneous at the small scales.
DI-SI engine combustion studies with some of these models are presented elsewhere in these proceedings [13, 50] and show encouraging agreement with measurements, especially when the difficulties of modeling the spray are taken into account (in this regard, it is usually necessary to resort to measured spray input conditions for DI-SI injectors). Figure 8 shows an extract from a more fundamental study [49] , in which the partially-premixed Weller model is used to compute stratified combustion at low turbulence levels in a constant-volume pressure chamber, previously investigated experimentally by Moriyoshi [51] . As indicated, the prediction of the pressure rise for an initially vertically stepstratified mixture with equivalance ratios of 1.0 and 0.4 in the lower and upper regions respectively is within the scatter of the individual repeat experiments. The predicted flame structure, also displayed, exhibits the same qualitative features evident in the photographs in [51] .
Concerning NO x emissions, adequate predictions of trends, and sometimes absolute levels, have been obtained for HC engines by some workers using standard extended Zeldovich chemistry, equilibrium burnt-gas thermochemistry and ensemble-averaged temperatures and concentrations, at least for lean mixtures. However it is generally acknowledged that for greater accuracy and a wider range of equivalence ratio the following are required: Ð a more general burnt gas chemistry model allowing for phenomena such as non-equilibrium (particularly of CO); Ð modeling of turbulence-chemistry interactions, especially due to temperature fluctuations; Ð use of conditional analysis to obtain better predictions of burnt (and unburnt) gas temperatures and concentrations within the flame brush. (Similar comments apply to the analysis of knock in the end gases). Some progress has been made in these areas [25, 52] . Methods for predicting unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) are less advanced. In HC engines these are generally regarded as originating from trapping of fresh charge in ring and other crevices during compression and release and incomplete oxidation during expansion [53] . There are smaller contributions from fuel dissolution in the oil film. The entrapment and release processes can in principle be simulated, but adequate low-temperature oxidation chemistry models are not yet available. DI-SI and other modes of stratified charge operation introduce additional sources of UHC, including bulk quench (inevitable if the local mixture strength falls outside the flammability limits) and poor mixing due to bad spray characteristics, which can also promote increased UHC via fuel deposition on walls. Here too more model development is needed.
Diesel Combustion and Emissions
The modeling of Diesel combustion is at a less advanced state than that for SI engines. Arguably, the main reason is that it is more difficult in a Diesel simulation to isolate combustion-related errors from those arising from the numerics and the flow and spray physics modeling. This is so because in the Diesel: Ð ignition occurs naturally, rather than being imposed by a spark; Ð the coupling between the fuel injection and ignition/ combustion processes is particularly strong, because they occur simultaneously; Ð the presence of the spray inhibits obtaining detailed measurements to guide combustion model development.
The most popular Diesel modeling approach is to employ a simplified laminar kinetics (SLK) model for the ignition process, in which a simplified reaction scheme is used and turbulence-chemistry interactions are largely ignored; and then switch to an eddy breakup (EBU), model for combustion. This will hereafter be referred to as the SLK/EBU approach. There are many variants, according to the choices of SLK representation, transition criterion (typically the level or rate of change of temperature) between ignition and combustion and form of EBU, along with other details. A model of this kind, incorporating a variant of the well-known Magnussen [54] EBU has been developed at the University of Wisconsin by Reitz and coworkers [55] and successfully used by them to predict combustion in large truck engines [56] , apparently with limited need to ÒtuneÓ model coefficients. However experience of use of this and other SLK/EBU variants for smaller engines by various workers (e.g. [57, 58] ) has generally been that although reasonable agreement can also be obtained for these, it is often necessary to adjust one or more model coefficients for each operating condition.
Within the SLK/EBU framework, soot emissions are usually calculated with a phenomonological model such as that of Hiroyasu [53] and NO x with the standard extended Zeldovich model [53] . Patterson et al. [56] found that this approach gave adequate predictions of trends with changes in operating conditions after adjustment to give agreement at one condition. Clearly this is only likely to be true if the combustion trends are being correctly predicted.
Other Diesel combustion modeling frameworks have been proposed, including ones based on flame area [59] and laminar flamelet [60] been achieved with the former, although the fact that they work well for SI combustion suggests that they are worth pursuing. The most recent model within the latter category is ÒRIFÓ (standing for ÒReactive Interacting FlameletÓ, developed by Peters and colleagues, and described elsewhere in these proceedings [60] . The essential features are: Ð a ÒfullÓ all-embracing chemistry description is used for ignition, combustion and emissions (including both soot and NO x ); Ð all of these processes are assumed to occur in the (unsteady) flamelet regime, with presumed-pdf modeling of turbulent interactions; Ð the transient flamelet equations are solved in a separate RIF code simultaneously with the CFD code, with continuous interchange of pressure, temperature, concentraton and other information between the two codes. The computing requirements of RIF are too large to allow it to be applied at every CFD mesh point (the maximum reported number of simultaneous RIF calculations is around 20, many orders of magnitude less than the mesh size) so spatial averaging of the CFD results is required, along with some key assumptions about the controlling factors in the combustion processes. Thus, in essence RIF offers detailed flamelet modeling of the chemistry and its interaction with the turbulent flow field at the price of (subsantially) reduced spatial resolution. Although this compromise somewhat goes against the grain of eliminating resolution errors, the published applications suggest that RIF merits further consideration as an alternative to the SLK/EBU and other approaches.
Future Developments
There is clearly scope for further development of the RA approach, in areas already mentioned; and there are grounds for optimism that further improvements in accuracy will result. In the meantime however the alternative LES framework has also been developed and assessed for engine simulation, with promising results [22, 61] .
LES has two main attractions over RA modeling for engines: firstly, it offers the possibility of individual cycle simulation and thus variability between cycles; and secondly, it is potentially more accurate, since the need for turbulence modeling is confined to the subgrid scales. Also, the fact that LES requires 3D unsteady calculations is not a drawback as it is for stationary flows, since the same requirement applies for RA engine calculations. However there are counter arguments, namely: additional cycles imply a proportional increase in the computing overheads; much of the important spray and combustion physics occurs at subgrid scales and therefore offers essentially similar challenges as in RA modeling; and boundary condition treatment for LES is relatively less developed, especially economical methods for industrial applications.
Indications that the benefits of LES may already outweigh the disadvantages can be found in the references cited above, which include the paper by Howarth [22] in the present proceedings. This study clearly demonstrates that LES is able to produce superior predictions of induction-generated flow that any of the current RANS approaches, including full Reynolds stress transport models. It also demonstrates that the large apparent turbulence intensities observed during this stage are due to variations in the large eddy behaviour, a feature of turbulent flows which RA modeling does not capture. This could also explain why RA calculations sometimes underestimate the degree of mixing between the fresh charge and residual gases.
Another demonstration of current LES capabilities is provided in Figure 9 , taken from current research at Imperial College and showing LES simulations of the growth of a premixed turbulent flame initiated from a spark in a homogeneous turbulent field. The experimental data were obtained in a fan-stirred bomb by Sheppherd and coworkers [62] and the simulations were performed by the LES version of the Weller wrinkled flame model, described in [63] .
Both the simulations and the experiments show variability between individual realisations, which can clearly be attributed to the stochastic nature of the turbulent flow field, leading to different conditions at the time of spark for each realisation. Similar effects are seen in engines. The fact that greater variability occurs in the measurements than predictions in this case is probably due to the fact that the numerical ignition procedure employed is Òtoo reliableÓ, i.e. it does not replicate the initial variability in the real ignition process clearly visible in the experimental results. 
CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the developments described in this overview it is reasonable to claim that CFD engine simulation is now at the stage where it is useful for engine design, as opposed its earlier mainly research applications. This enhanced utility is due primarily to substantial improvements in capabilities, speed of turnaround and accuracy. The key enabling developments have been more flexibile geometry handling, automated mesh generation, faster and more accurate numerical solvers and improved and extended physics models, allied to commercial code development. Speed and accuracy have also been enhanced through the ability to exploit the new generation of parallel computers, enabling both shorter run times and better mesh resolution. In the future, further improvements can be expected in every aspect of engine simulation covered in this survey. They are particularly needed in certain current areas of weakness, notably the modeling of spray atomisation and Diesel combustion and emissions. Although there is still substantial untapped potential in the Reynolds-averaging modeling framework, LES will undoubtedly emerge as a complementary approach, able to provide additional and sometimes more accurate information, particularly in regard to the nature and origins of cycle-to-cycle variations.
